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The influence of bismuth (Bi) substitution on the thermoelectric properties of AgSbTe2 compounds

was investigated and compared with the undoped AgSbTe2. The addition of Bi dopants not only

resulted in a reduction in thermal conductivity but also markedly increased the thermopower in the

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 series. Additional phonon scatterings were created by Bi doping and led to a

reduction of thermal conductivity. The lattice thermal conductivity is significantly reduced which

could be ascribed to enhancement of phonon scattering by dopants with greater atomic weight. In

addition, the thermopower was enhanced, which was attributed to the electron-filtering effects

caused by the nanoscaled microstructures. Because of the extremely low thermal conductivity

(0.48 Wm�1K�1) and moderate power factor of AgBi0.05Sb0.95Te2, a maximum ZT value of

(1.04 6 0.08) was reached at 570 K; yielding an enhancement of greater than 10% compared with

an undoped AgSbTe2. this result shows promising thermoelectric properties in the medium

temperature range. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4828478]

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy and the environment have become critical issues

in the 21st century. The urgent need for sources of energy

other than fossil fuels, as well as the most efficient use of

current fossil-fuel supply, has prompted urgent research into

alternative energy sources and various types of energy con-

version technologies. One type of energy conversion tech-

nology that has gained renewed attention is thermoelectric

(TE) energy conversion, where heat is converted directly

into electricity using a class of materials known as thermo-

electric materials.1–7 TE materials are becoming increasingly

important in the field of electricity generation and environ-

mentally friendly refrigeration devices.1,2 The performance

of TE devices is assessed using the dimensionless figure of

merit ZT¼ a2rT/j, where a, r, T, and j are the Seebeck

coefficient, the electrical conductivity, the absolute tempera-

ture, and the thermal conductivity, respectively. Based on

the above relationship, the optimally performing TE materi-

als should possess high electrical conductivity, a large

Seebeck coefficient, and low thermal conductivity.1

AgSbTe2 has been firmly established as a potential ther-

moelectric material8–16 because of its relatively low thermal

conductivity (0.6–0.7 Wm�1K�1).17,18 AgSbTe2 is widely

identified as a disordered NaCl type (Fm-3 m) where Ag and

Sb randomly occupy the Na site.19 According to previous

studies,16 the disordered lattice structure dominantly contrib-

utes to low lattice thermal conductivity through Umklapp and

intrinsic phonon-phonon scattering processes without sub-

stantial reduction in electrical conductivity. Recently, the

AgSbTe2 compound has attracted considerable attention in

constructing so-called bulk nanostructured TE materials, such

as (AgSbTe2)1�x(PbTe)x (LAST) and (AgSbTe2)1�x(GeTe)x

(TAGS) with excellent TE properties.20–25

Doping is a potential approach to optimize the thermo-

electric properties of p-type AgSbTe2 by reducing its thermal

conductivity and adjusting its carrier concentration. In this

study, trivalent Bi3þ ions were selected to substitute Sb3þ

ions in a p-type Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 system to dramatically

suppress lattice thermal conductivity while simultaneously

contributing to the thermopower enhancement.

The BiTe-AgSbTe2 solid solution has been studied.26 It

is interesting that the transport properties of (AgSbTe2)

(BiTe)x were reported only for the x¼ 0.01 composition.26

In the present work, we investigated the role of higher con-

centration of Bi substitution on the thermoelectric proper-

ties of Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 series at 300 K to 600 K. We found

that when x¼ 0.05, the sample exhibited a maximum ZT

value of ZT value of (1.04 6 0.08) at 570 K, and is therefore

a potential candidate for use as a p-type TE material. Thus,

the influence of Bi-doping on the thermodynamic proper-

ties, microstructure, and TE transport behavior in

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (i.e., x > 0, designated as Bi-AST) sam-

ples is systematically investigated in this study.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

High-purity starting elements of Ag (99.999%, shot), Sb

(99.9999%, shot), Bi (99.999%, chunks), and Te (99.999%,

shot) were weighed according to the stoichiometric ratio of

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and 0.1) and then

sealed into carbon-coated quartz tubes with a diameter of

13 mm under high vacuum (10�3 Torr). The quartz tube was

heated at 1073 K for 10 h (including rocking to facilitate

complete mixing and homogeneity of the liquid phase) and

then cooled to 773 K over 6 days and finally followed by

cooling to room temperature over 10 h. Highly dense single

phase ingots with a dark silvery metallic shine were

obtained. These ingots were stable in water and air. The

obtained crystalline ingots were cut and polished into

approximately 3� 3� 12 mm3 rectangular shapes, and circu-

lar discs with 12 mm diameters and thicknesses 1–2 mm for

later physical property measurements. The density of the

ingots measured using the Archimedes method varied from

7.11 to 7.12 g/cm3, which is greater than 99.9% of the theo-

retical density.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments were conducted

for phase identifications by using a powder X-ray diffractom-

eter (X’Pert PRO-PANalytical, CuKa radiation) at 2h angles

of 20�–80�. With these data, the lattice parameters of

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and 0.1) samples

were calculated using the Rietveld refinement program.

Fractured surface morphology was characterized using field

emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Hitachi,

S-4800). The chemical composition of the as-prepared ingots

was determined using wavelength dispersive X-ray fluores-

cence spectrometry (WD-XRF). The Hall effect was meas-

ured at room temperature under 0.55 T with a four probe

configuration using the van der Pauw method (ECOPIA

HMS-5000). The electrical conductivity r and the Seebeck

coefficient a were measured simultaneously using commer-

cial equipment (ZEM-3, ULVAC-RIKO, Japan) in a He

atmosphere from 300 to 600 K. The thermal conductivity j
was calculated using the equation j¼D Cp d from the ther-

mal diffusivity D obtained using a laser flash apparatus

(NETZSCH, LFA 457), specific heat Cp was determined by

using a differential scanning calorimeter (NETZSCH, STA

449), and the density d was obtained using the Archimedes

method. Uncertainties in the r, a, and j are 62%, 62%, and

63%, respectively, leading to about maximum 8% uncer-

tainty in ZT.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural analysis

Crystalline ingots of Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 were cut and pol-

ished for the transport-property measurements. Fig. 1

presents powder XRD patterns of samples with the composi-

tion Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2, where x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and

0.1. All diffraction peaks can be indexed into the

face-centered cubic (FCC) AgSbTe2 structure (reference

code: 01-089-3671) without any indication of secondary

phase impurities. The lattice parameter as a function of the

Bi fraction is displayed in the inset of Fig. 1. As can be seen,

the substitution of Sb atoms (atomic radius �140 pm) with

bigger Bi atoms (atomic radius �156 pm) leads to an

increase of the lattice parameter. Fig. 2 shows the FESEM

image of the free-fracture surface of the AgBi0.05Sb0.95Te2

sample. The magnified image (in the inset of Fig. 2) shows a

highly compact structure, which is in agreement with the

density measurements.

The composition variation of the Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 se-

ries obtained from wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence

analysis were in good agreement with those of the nominal

compositions (Table I).

B. Thermoelectric properties

The temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity

r measured in the range of 300 to 600 K is shown in Fig. 3(a).

For all Bi-AST samples, the electrical conductivity decreased

with increasing temperature for T< 500 K and then slightly

increased at T> 500 K, indicating the semi-conducting trans-

port behavior. The Bi-AST samples showed lower r compared

with the undoped AgSbTe2 compound at room temperature

(Table I) due to the decrease in the carrier concentration.

Table I shows the properties used to describe the electron

FIG. 1. Powder XRD patterns of Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07,

and 0.1) samples. The inset shows the Bi content (x) composition depend-

ence of lattice parameter (a) fitted by Rietveld method.

FIG. 2. SEM image of the bulk AgBi0.05Sb0.95Te2. The inset shows a magni-

fied portion.
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transport characteristics of Bi-doped Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 com-

pounds at room temperature. Compared with the undoped

AgSbTe2, the Bi-AST samples displayed a lower carrier con-

centration but higher mobility.

The Seebeck coefficients of all the specimens were posi-

tive, as shown in Fig. 3(b), indicating p-type conduction. At

room temperature, the Seebeck coefficient a for Bi-AST

samples ranged from 172 to 244 lVK�1 is higher than that

of the undoped AgSbTe2 sample. The Seebeck coefficient

for metals or degenerate semiconductors, with the assump-

tion of a parabolic band and energy independent scattering,

can be expressed as27,31

a ¼ 8p2kB2T

3qh2
m�

p
3n

� �2
3

; (1)

where n is the carrier concentration, kB is Boltzmann con-

stant, q is the electronic charge, h is the Planck constant, and

m* is the effective mass. The effective masses were calcu-

lated with Eq. (1) and listed in Table I. In this work, the maxi-

mum Seebeck coefficient value of 244 lVK�1 were obtained

for the sample (x¼ 0.03) with minimum effective mass value

of 1.0 m0 at room temperature. So, we cannot suggest that the

increase of the effective mass is the reason for the increase of

the Seebeck coefficient. The possible reason for the increase

in the Seebeck coefficient may be connected to the electron

filtering effects caused by the nanoscaled microstruc-

tures.11,28,31 The power factor P.F¼ a2r curves were plotted

in Fig. 3(c). The power factor initially increased, reached a

maximum, and then decreased when the temperature

increased. The power factor for undoped AgSbTe2 sample

had the largest values over the full temperature range,

whereas Bi-AST samples had lower power factor except sam-

ple with x¼ 0.05 had achieved moderate value.

Fig. 4(a) shows the temperature dependence of the ther-

mal diffusivity D and measured specific heat capacity Cp of

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 samples. Based on the specific heat data,

the results closely match the literature value (Cp� 0.205

Jg�1K�1) of AgSbTe2.17 Total thermal conductivity is calcu-

lated as a product of the measured specific heat at constant

pressure Cp, thermal diffusivity D, and mass density d.

Fig. 4(b) shows the temperature dependence of the total ther-

mal conductivity of the Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 samples. For all

samples, the j first decreased and subsequently increased

when the temperature increased, and the magnitude spanned

from 0.48 to 0.91 Wm�1K�1. The thermal conductivity of

the sample with x¼ 0.05 exhibited the lowest thermal con-

ductivity in the temperature range of 300–600 K with a mini-

mum of 0.48 Wm�1K�1 at 510 K. At temperatures higher

than 550 K, the thermal conductivity gradually increases, due

to the occurrence of ambipolar contribution, which is more

significant at higher temperature.29 Since the total thermal

conductivity has two components, it can be expressed as

j¼ jeþ jL, where the electronic thermal conductivity (je) is

attributed to carriers (electrons and holes), and the lattice

thermal conductivity (jL) is related to phonons. For the

TABLE I. Physical properties of Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 compounds at room temperature (carrier concentration N, Hall mobility lH, electrical conductivity r,

Seebeck coefficient a, effective mass m*/mo and XRF composition of Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and 0.1) samples).

Nominal composition XRF composition N (1019 cm�3) lH (cm2V�1s�1) r (104 Sm�1) a (lVK�1) m*/mo.

AgSbTe2 Ag0.98Sb1.016Te2 13.8 16.2 3.6 164 2.08

AgBi0.03Sb0.97Te2 AgBi0.024Sb0.982Te2 2.32 29.4 1.10 244 1.0

AgBi0.05Sb0.95Te2 AgBi0.043Sb0.967Te2 7.2 17.47 2.02 201 1.73

AgBi0.07Sb0.93Te2 AgBi0.067Sb0.918Te2 3.7 21.1 1.26 222 1.24

AgBi0.1Sb0.9Te2 AgBi0.089Sb0.83Te2 1.68 32 0.85 172 0.9

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of (a) electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck

coefficient, and (c) power factor of Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05,

0.07, and 0.1) samples.
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Bi-AST, the lattice term (jL), which is obtained by subtract-

ing the electrical contributor (je) from j, contributes more

than 90% of the total thermal conductivity (j), in other words

the ambipolar contribution can be neglected. The electrical

contribution, je, is estimated from the Wiedemann–Franz

law, je¼LrT, where L¼ 0.7L0 (Ref. 16) (L0 is the Lorenz

factor for free electrons with a value of 2.45� 10�8 V2K�2).

This calculation reveals that the heat is conducted mainly by

lattice phonons, and the electronic contribution is less than

10% of total thermal conductivity. As shown in Fig. 4(c),

the sample with x¼ 0.05 exhibited a lower lattice thermal

conductivity (0.38 Wm�1K�1) than undoped AgSbTe2

(0.52 Wm�1K�1) at 510 K, close to the minimal theoretical

thermal conductivity (0.3 Wm�1K�1) reported by Cahill

et al.30 With Bi doping, the electronic contribution to the

thermal conductivity is decreased due to the decrease of elec-

trical conductivity. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the lattice thermal

conductivity decreases with increasing Bi content for

x� 0.05 because of the enhancement of phonons scattering;

however, when x increased further, the lattice thermal con-

ductivity increases when x� 0.07, indicating x¼ 0.05 is the

optimal doping. Further in-depth studies are needed to gain

better understanding for higher concentration. Isoelectronic

substitution introduces mass fluctuation scattering and strain

field fluctuation scattering for phonons due to the mass and

size differences between alloying atoms and host atoms.32–36

In other words, here in our work (Bi doped AgSbTe2), while

replacing Sb site by heavier atom Bi atoms in

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 system creates enhanced effective phonon

scatterings by the highly disordered Ag/Sb lattice. This result

shows that isoelectronic substitution of Bi for Sb is an effec-

tive way to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity in

AgSbTe2 system.

The TE figure of merit ZT was calculated from the

measured values of r, a, and j by using the equation

ZT¼ a2rT/j. Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of

the ZT of all Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and

0.1) compounds. The highest ZT value was observed in

AgBi0.05Sb0.95Te2, which reached (1.04 6 0.08) at 570 K.

This value is 10% higher than that of the undoped AgSbTe2

at the same temperature. In addition, for AgBi0.05Sb0.95Te2

sample, we achieved a ZT value 70% higher than that

reported for (BiTe)x¼0.01(AgSbTe2)26 at 400 K. These results

show a marked improvement in the TE figure of merit ZT

for Bi-doped AST samples.

IV. CONCLUSION

We investigated the TE properties of Bi-doped

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 compounds. XRD analysis indicated that

single-phase material crystallizes in a cubic NaCl-type struc-

ture in Bi-doped AgSbTe2 samples. The Seebeck coefficient

increased and the electrical conductivity decreased with

increasing Bi doping. The thermal conductivity was mark-

edly reduced with Bi doping. The lattice thermal conductiv-

ity reduction was primarily responsible for the overall

decrease in thermal conductivity. The lattice contribution

had a larger effect on the total thermal conductivity than the

electronic contribution at all the examined temperatures.

This result was because of the additional phonon scatterings,

which were created by Bi doping. A maximum ZT value of

(1.04 6 0.08) was obtained for the sample AgBi0.05Sb0.95Te2

at 570 K, which is 10% higher than that of undoped

AgSbTe2, showing promising thermoelectric properties in

the medium-temperature range.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of (a) diffusivity and specific heat

capacity, (b) total thermal conductivity, and (c) lattice thermal conductivity

of Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and 0.1) samples.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of thermoelectric figure of merit ZT of

Ag(Sb1�xBix)Te2 (x¼ 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, and 0.1) samples.
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